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Abstract. Power quality became very important for utilities as well as users. The cause of 

the power quality problem is instability (voltage, current, and frequency). Voltage sag and 

voltage swell are common voltage disruptions. They are caused by faults, disturbances 

arising in the transmission system, etc. This paper deals with the voltage instability 

compensation of linear sensitive loads by dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) using 

instantaneous power theory. The practical experiment results were obtained using the data 

acquisition card (DAQ) and LabView real-time software. The new design can compensate 

the voltage for ±15% of the nominal value for the two conditions sag/swell. Also, the 

designed controller enhanced the response of less than 110% overshot at stalling time of 

less than 0.2 sec. 
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1   Introduction 

Modern power systems are complex power networks where transmission or distribution 

networks interconnect hundreds of generating loads and thousands of loads [1]. Providing 

reliable and quality power supply is the main concern for the customer, but the production of 

the power supply is reasonably stable while the power quality can be poor in developed 

countries. The perfect power supply system provides its consumer with a steady sinusoidal 

voltage at the contracted voltage magnitude and frequency with continuous energy flow [2]. The 

problem power quality appears by (voltage sage/swell, voltage unbalance, flickers, harmonics, 

problems, and interruption). As a result of load switching, motor starting, faults, non-linear 

loads, lightning, etc., voltage sag/swell occurs. It has an essential impact both on loads based on 

microprocessors and sensitive loads [3]. Voltage sags decrease in the normal-voltage level 

between 10% and 90% nominal voltage (RMS) at the control frequency, for a period of 0.5 

cycles to 1 minute. The increase in RMS voltage at the power frequency for durations from 0.5 

cycles to 1 minute defines the voltage swell; typical magnitudes are between 1.1 and 1.8 p.u [4]. 

Different types of custom power devices are used to improve the voltage sag and swell on the 

loads, such as transformer with tap changer, constant voltage (Ferro-resonant) transformer, 

servo-controlled voltage stabilizer, connect a large-load to points of common-coupling, etc.[5]. 

Some of the disadvantages of these methods are the static transfer switch and one possible form 

of voltage sag mitigation. These instruments will move the load from the usual supply feeder to 

the alternate supply feeder within half a cycle upon identification of voltage sag [6]. In addition 
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to that, there are other compensation techniques, such as (STATCOM, TCSC, SVC, and UPFC) 

[7]. A dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) is a FACTS (Flexible Alternating Current Transmission 

Systems) system that compensates for voltage sag and voltage swell that happens on 

transmission lines. The (DVR) is used for critical load safety (digital machines, advanced 

medical equipment, the web of financial transfers, elevators, etc.) From voltage-based problems 

with power quality [8]. DVR is a circuit made up of diodes and thyristors, which are power 

electronic devices. Because of its small size and effective service, it is widely used. Maintaining 

the voltage level in the transmission line within the specified limits is critical; Since it is 

overloaded conditions will cause all components connected to it to shut down. The Dynamic 

Voltage Regulator (DVR) is the SSSC's equivalent. While both are used to compensate for series 

voltage sag, their operating concepts are different. A balanced voltage is injected in series with 

the transmission line by the static synchronous series compensator. The DVR, on the other hand, 

compensates for unbalanced supply voltage between phases [9]. The load voltage is lower than 

the nominal value during sag. To ensure a steady voltage on the load, DVR injects the 

appropriate voltage into the circuit (the direction of the injected voltage is the same as the 

direction of the load voltage) [10]. The load voltage is higher than the nominal value during 

swelling. DVR injects needed voltage into the system (the direction of the injected voltages is 

opposite the direction of the source voltage) to sustain a steady voltage through the load [11]. 

The compensation techniques in dynamic voltage restorer depend mainly on the factors 

specified, such as DVR power ratings, different load conditions, type of voltage sag, and swell. 

Some loads are non-linear against the l hop step angle, some are susceptible to magnitude 

changes. Therefore, the control strategies primarily rely on the form of characteristics of the 

load [12]. There are three types of methods of DVR : 

a-    Pre_sag compensation method. 

b-    In _ Phase compensation method. 

c-    Minimum energy compensation method. 

Fig 1 shows the phasor diagram of three methods. This paper will design based on the 

second method illustrated in Fig 1b. In this compensation procedure, the voltage injection is in 

phase with the utility voltage. The magnitude of the injection voltage in the in-phase correction 

for the specified voltage sag state is minimum as compared to the other current compensation 

methods. The dc-link voltage level is also lower if the form of compensation is in phase [13]. In 

Fig 2, the DVR configuration is shown.  

  

 

 

Fig 1. Phasor diagram of (a) Pre-sag compensation (b) In-phase compensation (c) Minimum energy 

compensation. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Schematic diagram of DVR. 

Dynamic voltage restorer consists of [14] : (1-Inverter. 2-Series transformer/injection 

transformer. 3-Filters. 4-Control system.5- And energy storage device). Based on the voltage 

sag in the literature, several studies have been suggested to increase power quality.  In [15], the 

DVR control system using adaptive neuro-fuzzy logic has been used. Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy rules 

are trained using an off-line neuro-fuzzy system in this controller. In [16], a DQ theory in DVR 

was used to detect the (sag/swell) with sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) and voltage 

supply inverter (VSI). The authors in [17] presented DVR using three-dimensional space vector 

modulation (3DSVM) and validated it by simulations in PSCAD-EMTDC software.  While the 

authors in [18] used a proportional-integral (PI) controller for (DVR) to improve suppress 

voltage sag.  In [19] used as a STATCOM to enhance the profile of the voltage.  This paper 

proposed a dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) based on instantaneous power theory, with 

enhanced PI limiting to improve the voltage sag/swell condition that happens in the system. 

2    DVR Based (PQ) Theory 

The load voltages are calculated in this methodology based on active and reactive power 

components [20]. The Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is often used to obtain the phase angle (θ) and 

source voltage frequency [21]. Using the Clark transformations [22], the three-phase device 

voltages and three-phase load voltage in the a-b-c coordinates are translated to the (α-β) 

coordinates as follows: 

[
𝑣𝛼
𝑣𝛽] = √

2

3
× [

1 −1/2 −1/2

0 √3/2 −√3/2
] × [

𝑣𝑙𝑎
𝑣𝑙𝑏
𝑣𝑙𝑐

]         (1) 

 

V ∑ = √𝑣𝛼2 + 𝑣𝛽2                      (2) 

 

Where (V∑) is the (RMS) aggregate voltage. The aggregate voltage is compared with the 

desired voltage to generate error signals (∆V). This signal is processed in the PI controller [23]: 

 

U = Kp + Ki ∫ 𝑒𝑑𝑡           (3) 

 

E∆𝑣 = (𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓. − 𝑉∑  )(𝐾𝑝 +
𝐾𝑖

𝑠
)          (4) 



 

 

 

 

Where, E∆v (voltage to generate error signal), Vref ( reference voltage), Kp (proportional gain), 

Ki ( integral gain). 

Fig 4 Show the (PQ) theory of Dynamic voltage restorer (DVR). 

Fig 4. Dynamic voltage restorer-based PQ theory 

3    Prototype and Experiment Results 

DVR is designed in the laboratory to compensate for the (Sag / Swell) problems. The design 

was considered to verify the DVR based on (PQ) theory. The model is shown in  Fig 5. 

Fig 5. DVR prototype. 



 

 

 

 

The DVR model is comprised of: (1- Three-phase source: It is a device that equips a working 

circuit with a three-phase voltage balanced by a fixed phase difference between the phases of 

120 degrees. 2- Resistances in the transmission line. 3- Inductive in the transmission line. 4- 

Three-phase loads. 5- Three-phase electric meter. 6- Three-phase switches: for add /remove 

loads on the sensitive loads. 7-Voltage sensors. 8-Data Acquisition card. 9-Laptop). 

The proposed model was verified by applying (PQ) theory using LabView software [24]. The 

results were acquired in real-time by the control card (DAQ). Block diagram of (PQ) theory for 

Dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) in LabView is shown in Fig 6. 
 

 

Fig 6. Schematic block diagram of (DVR) based (PQ) theory. 
 

Fig 7a Shows a block diagram of the Clark transformation. It’s the first part of the PQ theory 

using LabView. The phase-locked loop (PLL) design by LabView to synchronize the injected 

voltage with the system is shown the Fig 7b. The block diagram of the output of PQ theory 

(modulation index) multiplying with (wt) from (PLL) is shown in Fig 7c to show the results. 

 

(a) 



 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig 7. (a) Clark transformation structure. (b) structure of phased-locked loop (PLL). (c) Block 

diagram of results. 

The data acquisition card (DAQ) is utilized to collect data from (voltage sensors) and then use 

this data as feedback for the control circuit. The data acquisition used in this paper is (Ni USB-

6009) [25]. Fig 8 shows the signal description of DAQ and illustrates the inputs signals  used 

from voltage sensors 

Fig 8. Signal description of DAQ. 

 



 

 

 

 

The procedure of prototyping the laboratory model is shown in Fig 5. starting with the nominal 

operating condition. At this condition, the load is only a sensitive load, represented by (RL1 and 

RL2). At the Nominal value condition in system voltage, the switch (SW1) is open, and the 

switch (SW2) is closed as shown in Fig 9a. The value of the output controller at nominal 

condition, a value resulted from a comparison between the reference voltage with aggregate 

voltage, is close to zero, as shown in Fig 9b. When SW1 is closed, the loads (RL3, RL4) are 

added in parallel with the sensitive loads. In this case, the nominal value is decreased by a certain 

percentage to make sag condition. In this case, the output control unit value increases from the 

zero value to achieve the value of the injected voltages it acts as compensation for the lower 

voltage value on the loads. When (sw1) and (sw2) are open, the load is only RL1. The nominal 

value is increasing by a certain percentage to make the swell voltage condition. The value of the 

output controller in this condition decreasing from zero to achieve the value of opposite injected 

voltages that act as compensation for the value of the swell voltage on the load. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 



 

 

 

 

Fig 9. (a) ) Experimental setup for DVR. (b) The value of output controller. 

The proposed work is carried out by several cases: 

 

Case1 (Normal condition): The circuit is equipped with a three-phase power supply with a 

voltage of 20V as shown in Fig 10. the injection wave represented by the green line is equal to 

zero, meaning there is no injection. 

Case2 (Sag condition): In this case, during the Normal operation, sudden loads are added to 

the sensitive loads (RL3, RL4). Decrease of 12.5% in the voltage at the ends of the load to 

17.5V. During this instantaneous dwindling, a compensating voltage will be injected from the 

inverter is shown in Fig 11. The sine wave represented in the red line is the Sag wave. Also, the 

sine wave represented in the green line is the injection magnitude wave whose value is 2V. 

Finally, the sine wave represented in black is the sum of the Sag wave and the injection wave. 

Case3 (Swell condition): In this case, it is a sudden departure from sensitive loads (the only 

load is RL1). An increase of 10% in the voltage at the end of this load to 22V. As shown in Fig 

12, the sine wave represented in red is the L wave. The sine wave represented in green is the 

injection wave, which is opposite to the increasing wave. The sine wave represented in black is 

the product of the sum of the previous two waves. 

 

The response of injected voltage in (Sag and Swell) cases (with/without) PI controller obtained 

in Fig 13. 

Fig 10. The waveform at Normal condition. 

Fig 11. The waveform at Sag condition 



 

 

 

 

Fig 12. The waveform at Swell condition 

Fig 13. RMS value (with/without) PI controller. 

4   Conclusion 

In this paper, dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) performance is presented to instantaneously 

reduce sag and swell in voltages, which is one of the power quality problems on sensitive loads. 

PQ theory is used to control the amount of injected and compensated voltages. Compensation 

of 10% of the total value of sag (12.5%) obtained in the system. The swelling compensation rate 

is 8% of the total value of swelling (10%) in the system. The future work is now preparing to 

obtain compensated voltage for dip voltage conditions and upgrade the controller to utilize 

adaptive controller like adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy system. 

5   Appendix 

In prototype model:  

a- All loads used in the prototype have equal values 

R=140Ω,L=471mH. 

b- Voltage Detection Sensor Module 25v [26]. 
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